Brown Edge CH Summer Away Runs
Marshes Hill, Biddulph Moor, Knypersley Pool
Distance – Short route 5.5 miles. Long route 8.25 miles.
Duration – 65 minutes or 1 hr 40 minutes
Description. – A scenic mix of trail, ﬁeld and road. Some muddy stretches during wet weather.
Start point / How to get there
How to get there. Take A527 road to Biddulph, after passing Congleton Station take left turn at traﬃc lights
onto Reades Lane and continue uphill, until road levels out at a crossroads where you need to turn right.
Follow road and take a left turn at some crossroads and continue until you reach Lask Edge Road. Follow this
road to the right for a couple of miles and look out for another right turn signed Brown Edge. Continue
straight on ignoring any roads to the right until you reach your destination on the right – this is Top Pub.
Pub. Top Pub, Kendal Chapel Lane, Brown Edge, ST6 8TX. Grid reference 907543.
Formerly known as The Rose and Crown, this pub is set in the Staﬀordshire Moorlands, and was built in
1840 on the site of a much older pub. Since its refurbishment, the pub has been free of tie; re-opened in
summer 2010, it is now one large room, with the bar at one end that contains six handpumps. Beers come
from local and other micro-breweries, plus some interesting whiskies are stocked.

The route – NOTE – 2 distances
Emerging from the woods before direction 1 turn right for the LONGER route towards Rock End and left for
the SHORTER route, which then follows instructions 1 to 5 below.

Short Route (approx. 65 minutes)
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Look for the metal gate and footpath sign on the right . The path follows a few old fence stumps on
the Left, running diagonally across the ﬁeld. Follow the well used path to Knype Pool and turn right.
Right at the footbridge ( = do not go over the dam)
At the end of Knype Pool just past the footbridge (marked FB on the map) take the right fork uphill
(signed visitors centre) and run (not walk) up the steps.
At the road turn left, across the dam and pick up the path around the pool (anti-clockwise direction).
Take the ﬁrst right turn oﬀ the track around Knype Pool (by red sign “no swimming” not visible until
you reach the turn from the direction you are coming from). Keep straight, passing 2 paths to the
right .At the second path you will see a large boulder, stay left of the boulder. You will eventually
pick up the outward path back to Marshes Hill and the Top Pub

Loop for 8.25 miles (approx 1hr. 40 minutes)
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Run up the path to the road at Rock End turning right and right again down Crowborough Road
and then left into Barrage Road picking up the path at Barridge Farm.
At the second style turn immediately right over another well hidden style. Run diagonally across the
ﬁeld to the right corner and then keep to the right of the next ﬁeld.
Turn left at where 2 paths meet **. (If you prefer more road then continue past Barridge farm and
turn left at Bradds Farm down the side of outbuilding /barn .This path joins **)
Follow the path to Robin Hill ,over the road ,straight down the hill to a style then follow the path left
over several styles close together
Pass to the left of Wickenstones Farm .The path then runs below Wicken Stones, back to
Rock End .Turn right when you hit the road and left after 50 yards. This lane picks up the short route.
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